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9 ABSTRACT: Surface plasmons polaritons (SPPs) are light-
10 like waves confined to the interface between a metal and a
11 dielectric. Excitation and control of these modes requires
12 components such as couplers and lenses. We present the
13 design of a new lens based on holographic principles. The key
14 feature is the ability to switchably control SPP focusing by
15 changing either the incident wavelength or polarization. Using
16 phase-sensitive near-field imaging of the surface plasmon wavefronts, we have observed their switchable focusing and steering as
17 the wavelength or polarization is changed.
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19 Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are electromagnetic
20 surface waves confined to propagate at the interface of a
21 metal and a dielectric, involving both a charge oscillation of free
22 electrons in the metal and an evanescent electric field extending
23 into the dielectric.1 SPPs have garnered attention for decades
24 now, affording the possibility to control light at the nanoscale,
25 transfer information on subwavelength scales, and other novel
26 optical techniques.2−4 Coupling into SPP modes can be
27 accomplished by simple experimental configurations, typically
28 by using prism geometries or diffractive gratings. In addition,
29 the development of high-resolution lithography and milling
30 techniques allows for the design of structures that can be
31 integrated into complex optoelectronic circuits whose function-
32 ality is based on the processing of SPPs. Recently developed
33 nanostructured surfaces (metasurfaces) that control the
34 amplitude, phase, and polarization of propagating light or
35 SPPs are particularly suited for wavefront engineering.5−9

36 Metasurfaces based on plasmonics have already been used to
37 implement flat lenses that work in transmission10−13 or in
38 reflection14,15 with reduced aberrations.16,17 On the metal−
39 dielectric interface, wavelength selective focusing18,19 and
40 unidirectional coupling to plane waves20 have also been
41 shown by means of plasmonic couplers made of nanoslits.
42 Nanoholes and nanoslits are among the most commonly used
43 unit elements when designing metasurfaces for SPP manipu-
44 lation.21−24

45 Here, we demonstrate a metalens design strategy based on
46 holographic principles. The metalens has the ability to steer
47 SPPs between several foci on the surface based on the incident
48 wavelength and has on/off switchability based on the incident
49 polarization. Our design is straightforward and consists of
50 placing nonresonant nanoslits (50 nm wide, 200 nm long)

51along the contours defined by the wavefront of SPPs
52propagating out from an imaginary emitter placed at the
53location on the surface where we want SPP focusing. The
54imaginary point source is treated as a Huygens’ emitter that can
55be described by a simple 2D circular wave: E⃗∝ eikSPP·r, where kSPP
56is the wavevector of the SPP at gold/air interface and r is the
57 f1distance from the imaginary source point (Figure 1). Because
58the nanoslits lie on the equiphase lines (wavefront of the SPPs),
59if the nanoslits are excited in phase then the reradiated SPPs
60will constructively interfere at the position of the original
61imaginary emitter. Because we want to have multiple foci (for
62tunability purposes), adding another focus requires the
63nanoslits to be placed not just on the equiphase lines of one
64imaginary emitter but on the equiphase points resulting from
65the intersections of the wavefronts of all the imaginary point
66sources (Figure 1). In our device, a different source point for
67each free space wavelength (632, 670, 710, and 750 nm) is
68chosen such that light at each wavelength couples to SPPs via
69the nanoslits and is focused to the four corners of a 16 μm × 16
70μm square. In Figure 1a,b, the mutual wavefront intersections
71are denoted by the black dots, which are the positions where we
72mill nanoslits in the gold film.
73Interestingly, our approach is a special case of a more general
74design principle based on holography,25−27 which has been
75extended for use with surface plasmons.28−37 In general,
76holography involves recording the interference pattern between
77a suitably chosen reference wave and the light scattered by an
78object into a photosensitive material. Both intensity and phase
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79 information on the object’s scattered wavefront can be retrieved
80 by illuminating the recorded interference pattern with the
81 reference beam. In regards to our device, the equiphase lines
82 (on which the nanoslits are placed) are equivalent to the lines
83 of constructive interference between a flat wavefront (e.g., a
84 normally incident plane wave) and a circular point source,
85 where the flat wavefront assumes the holographic role of the

86suitably chosen reference wave and the SPP from the imaginary
87point source assumes the role of the light scattered by an
88object. It is worth noting here that an iterative algorithm is not
89needed;18,38 most holographic approaches utilize such algo-
90rithms to maximize the constructive interference between
91antennas. Moreover, as these algorithms only aim to maximize
92the intensity at a specific position, they do not necessarily result

Figure 1. Metalens design. (a) Focal points for illuminating light wavelengths λ0 = 632 and 670 nm in the bottom and top left corners, respectively.
Purple circles denote the wavefronts of an imaginary circular point source located in the bottom left corner for λ0 = 632 nm (λSPP = 604 nm). Orange
circles denote the wavefront for λ0 = 670 nm imaginary source in the top left corner. Black dots denote the intersections of the two wavefronts
(within a 5 μm radius), which is where vertical nanoslits are milled. Vertical nanoslits couple light into surface plasmon polaritons preferentially when
excited with normally incident horizontally polarized light. Thus, if the vertical apertures are illuminated with the latter at λ0 = 632 or 670 nm light,
all of the scattered surface plasmons that reach the respective focal point (on the left side) will be in phase because by design they lie on the
equiphase lines. (b) Equivalent of panel a but for the other two wavelengths (λ0 = 710 and 750 nm), which will be focused to the remaining corners
of the 16 μm × 16 μm square. Black circles in panel b denote where horizontal nanoslits are milled. There are fewer intersection (equiphase) points
because the wavelengths are longer. (c) Scanning electron micrograph of our device after the nanoslits are etched into the gold film by focused ion
beam. Even though some of the nanoslits overlap, this does not appreciably affect the performance of the device. The black box is shown for
reference and denotes the same physical space in all panels.

Figure 2. Experimental setup and results. (a) Experimental setup; light from a supercontinuum laser source is incident on the sample from below.
Light at a single wavelength is passed through a polarizer in order to set the incident light polarization, and the light is focused onto the metalens
(not depicted). Some of the laser light is transmitted, which can produce an interference pattern in the data depending on the relative intensities of
the SPPs and the transmitted light. NSOM is used to collect light. The NSOM tip, which is a metal-coated, tapered optical fiber, interacts with the
evanescent field of the SPP and scatters it, converting energy from the SPP mode into a propagating waveguide mode in the optical fiber. (b)
Experimental results with the polarization of light denoted by the white arrow. SPP beams are unidirectionally focused to the four corners of a square
depending on the wavelength and polarization. (c) Analytical simulations used to compare to the experimental results. Each aperture (with the
correct orientation) in the metalens is treated as a point dipole and the fields from all the nanoslits are summed to give the in-plane total electric
field.
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93 in a propagating beam of light, producing intense hot-spots
94 instead. Furthermore, our approach allows us to choose the
95 phase of the SPPs at the focus (relative to the incident beam),
96 since the initial choice of point source phase is arbitrary. This
97 can be important if a specific phase is needed, for instance, to
98 couple the SPPs to a specific plasmonic waveguide mode or
99 other components of a more complex circuit located at the
100 focal positions.
101 Another central point of our design is to use nanoslits instead
102 of nanoholes for coupling light to SPPs. Light passing through a
103 nanoaperture diffracts, giving rise to a large spread of
104 wavevectors that allows coupling into SPP modes. A nanoslit
105 that is subwavelength predominantly in one direction reradiates
106 SPPs preferentially when the incident light is polarized normal
107 to the slit. Far from the nanoslit (several hundred nanometers),
108 the SPP intensity has a simple dipole-like distribution.
109 Nanoholes can couple free space light to SPPs, but they do
110 so without polarization selectivity. Employing nanoslits adds
111 polarization selectivity because light polarized perpendicular to
112 the nanoslit couples preferentially. Horizontal nanoslits are
113 excited by vertically polarized light and vice versa, which forms
114 the basis for the polarization on/off selectivity and polarization
115 tunable coupling of the metalens. Each orientation (horizontal
116 or vertical) of nanoslits in the device has two operating free
117 space wavelengths; vertical slits couple to λ0 = 632 and λ0 = 670
118 nm, horizontal slits couple to λ0 = 710 and λ0 = 750 nm.
119 Wavelength tunable directionality is based on the following: for
120 a set of slits, if one of the operating wavelengths with the
121 correct polarization is incident on the device, the only location
122 where all of the SPPs constructively interfere is the original
123 imaginary source point; nowhere else will all of the SPPs

124constructively interfere. These slits are shown in the scanning
125electron micrograph (SEM) of Figure 1c.
126To fabricate our device, we e-beam evaporate a 50 nm film of
127gold onto a polished silicon wafer and template strip39 it onto a
128glass slide for decreased surface roughness. Then, after
129following the design depicted in Figure 1, we use focused ion
130beam (FIB) milling to etch the nanoslits into the gold film
131(Figure 1c). The sample is illuminated from below with linearly
132 f2polarized light (Figure 2). The illuminating beam is at normal
133incidence and focused (beam waist of ∼10 μm) on the
134metalens. The incident light is emitted from a super continuum
135laser with a wavelength range in the band 400−850 nm. This
136laser excites the nanoslits causing SPP emission while the probe
137of a near-field scanning optical microscope (NSOM) scans an
138area of the surface that includes the metalens and the focal
139points. Our NSOM (Nanonics Imaging Multiview) probe is a
140metal-coated, tapered optical fiber with a subwavelength
141aperture at the facet. The NSOM probe interacts with the
142evanescent field of the SPPs close to the metal/air interface that
143are then coupled into propagating modes in the optical fiber
144(collection mode NSOM). The other end of the fiber is
145connected to a single photon avalanche photodiode (SPAD) or
146a spectrometer. Figure 2a presents a full schematic of the
147experimental setup.
148Since the metallic film in our device is optically thin (40−50
149nm), some of the incident light is transmitted through the
150sample. This transmitted light interferes with the SPPs at the
151surface such that the signal recorded by the NSOM at each
152pixel is the SPP intensity modulated by this interference. This
153useful effect allows for direct imaging of the wavefronts of the
154focusing SPP beam without any external reference beam or
155interferometric setups. Figure 2b shows the operation of the

Figure 3. Spectrally resolved NSOM imaging. A single NSOM scan is performed while the metalens is illuminated with λ0 = 580−700 nm. The same
experimental setup as in Figure 2a is used except the optical fiber connected to a spectrometer. (a) Spectrally resolved NSOM image for the whole
wavelength range; each pixel in the image represents the number of counts in a wavelength range of 580−700 nm (the full band). The colored circles
in (a) correspond to the physical location on the metalens where the colored spectra (b) are taken, that is, the black spectrum from (b) is taken
inside the black circle in (a). Each curve in (b) is normalized independently to highlight the spectral shifts. (c) Spectrally resolved NSOM image for a
band of 632 ± 3 nm. Each pixel intensity represents the sum of all photon counts within that wavelength range. (d) Same as in panel c but for a
wavelength range 670 ± 3 nm. (e) Spectrally resolved data for wavelength bands in between the operating wavelengths. A unique characteristic of
the device is that the power is always concentrated into the two directions but with different relative intensities that depend on how close the
wavelength is to the two operating wavelengths (632 and 670 nm).
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156 device when illuminated by light with the correct polarization
157 and wavelength from the laser source (one polarization and
158 wavelength at a time). Directional focusing of SPPs on the
159 surface is evident as the different wavelengths are focused to the
160 four corners of a square.
161 In order to better understand our experimental results, we
162 implemented an analytical model of how the designed metalens
163 will function. We treat each nanoslit as an infinitesimal perfect
164 electric point dipole with a direction of emission perpendicular
165 to the slit, such that a vertical nanoslit is represented by a
166 horizontal dipole. Adapting eq 2 from ref 18, we then sum the
167 contribution from each antenna
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169 where kSPP is the wavenumber of the surface plasmon, xi,yi is the
170 position of the ith dipole, and η is the angle of orientation of
171 the nanoslit relative to the vertical: 0 for vertical apertures and
172 π/2 for horizontal apertures. This total field is then added to
173 the electric field produced by a flat wavefront, representing our
174 focused Gaussian beam at the focal plane. Implementation and
175 comparison of this analytical model to the experimental results
176 can be seen in Figure 2b,c. The agreement between the data
177 and the analytical model suggests that multiple reflections of
178 SPPs from the nanoslits are not a serious factor in the
179 performance of the device, as the model does not take this into
180 account. Furthermore, an effective numerical aperture (NA)
181 can be defined according to NA = (λSPP/πw) where 2w is the
182 full width at half-maximum of the beam at the focus. The
183 effective NA for the metalens with this definition is calculated
184 to be on average 0.68 for the operating wavelengths. The full
185 width at half-maximum at the focus for all the wavelengths is
186 roughly λSPP. Reminiscent of the diffraction limit, this waste
187 could be decreased by fabricating a larger metalens; a larger
188 diameter metalens would include more wavevectors and
189 recreate the point source more accurately. We note that the
190 nanoslits closest to the focal point will contribute more than the
191 nanoslits that are further, mainly due to their dipolar nature (eq
192 1) and their propagation losses (see Supporting Information).
193 In order to calculate the relative efficiency of the metalens, it
194 is useful to compare it to an isotropic scatterer of SPPs (for
195 example, radially or circularly polarized light incident onto a
196 circular aperture). The percentage of SPPs contained within a
197 given angle θ of the isotropic scatterer is simply given by θ/
198 360°. To compare this to our device, we measure the intensity
199 of SPPs as a function of θ along the circumference of a circle
200 with radius equal to the focal distance, 11.3 μm. We find that
201 on average 23% of the SPPs at the focal radius are contained
202 within a 10° angle, which is almost an order of magnitude
203 higher than the isotropic scatterer, which only contains 2.8% of
204 the SPP intensity within a 10° angle.
205 In order to further characterize our metalens, we illuminated
206 the sample with a wide band (580−700 nm), chosen to include
207 two of the operating wavelengths. In this case, the NSOM fiber
208 is connected to a spectrometer (Andor Shamrock and Newton
209 EMCCD Camera). The spectrally resolved NSOM data are

f3 210 presented in Figure 3. Interestingly, the SPPs are always
211 concentrated into the two different channels but with different
212 relative intensities. For example, while λ0 = 632 and 670 nm
213 light are almost completely concentrated into a single direction

214(following the original design), 650 nm light is split between
215two directions (Figure 3e). This behavior, imposed by the
216design, can be understood by noting that the difference in SPP
217wavelengths is small compared to λSPP, (∼20 nm for λ0 = 632
218and 650 nm light). When excited by 650 nm light, the apertures
219are only slightly offset from the equiphase lines in Figure 1a,
220and their emissions will constructively interfere at the source
221points (though not as completely as it does for 632 and 670
222nm). In addition, this explains why the power transfers from
223one direction to the other as λSPP gets closer to or further away
224from one of the operating wavelengths. For example, 640 nm
225light concentrates more power in the 632 nm channel and less
226into the 670 nm channel; however, 660 nm light experiences
227the opposite. In terms of applications, monitoring the relative
228intensities in each arm would allow for an on-chip
229spectrometer.
230 f4Figure 4 shows the focusing of the SPPs and characterizes the
231polarization on/off switching. In Figure 4a, the interference of

232the incident beam and focusing SPPs is shown in order to view
233the SPP wavefronts during focusing. In Figure 4b, the metalens
234is illuminated with the polarization that maximizes coupling
235into SPP modes. For comparison, Figure 4c shows the metalens
236when illuminated with a polarization that is parallel to the
237associated nanoslits, minimizing the coupling to SPPs.
238In this paper, we demonstrated a metalens design strategy
239that can be used to overcome some of the coupling and
240focusing issues for SPPs. The design strategy can be used to
241gain both wavelength and polarization tunability over the
242direction of SPP beam propagation; most importantly, by
243recreating the wavefront of a point source we are able to focus
244SPP beams after coupling. The metalens is studied under both
245single wavelength illumination (collecting intensity) and
246broadband illumination (collecting spectrally resolved inten-
247sity) with phase information in certain cases. Free space light is
248coupled to a nanostructured surface via subwavelength slits and
249steered into different directions based on its wavelength and
250polarization in the form of a focused SPP beam. We note that
251the relative efficiency of our metalens as compared to an
252isotropic coupler is improved by an order of magnitude. Also,
253the coupling conversion efficiency can be improved by
254optimizing the nanoslit geometry to take advantage of a
255plasmonic resonance. We show phase evolution of the created

Figure 4. Focusing and polarization on/off switching. (a) NSOM
image of the focal point when the metalens is illuminated with 750 nm
light with vertical polarization. Superimposed are black dashed lines
that highlight the wavefront curvature as the beam focuses, with the
focus denoted by the solid black line. Note the single apertures in the
top right portion of the image that act as surface plasmon polariton
(SPP) sources (together with all the others in the device). (b) SPP
beam focusing for λ0 = 710 nm when the metalens is illuminated with
the “on” polarization (horizontal). (c) Same as panel b but with the
metalens illuminated with the “off” polarization (vertical). The ratio of
the intensities at the foci of (b) and (c) are 15:1, giving 12 dB of
modulation.
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256 SPP beams and highlight the focusing. In principle, these beams
257 could be easily outcoupled and reradiated back into free space
258 modes, which would serve to completely demultiplex free space
259 light of different wavelengths, accomplished by a single,
260 ultrathin optical element. The design strategy presented here
261 could open up new opportunities in the realms of integrated
262 waveguides, on-chip spectroscopy, or broadband demulti-
263 plexers.
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